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GINGER 
 

NOT A SINGLE MODERN DRUG CAN RIVAL THE POWER OF THE FAVORITE SPICE, 
GINGER. 
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GINGER: COMMON SPICE & WONDER DRUG 
Source: Paul Schulick, selections from the book Ginger: Common Spice and Wonder Drug 
 
 

How could a spice adored worldwide for its lively flavor conceivably 
revolutionize medicine as we know it today? 
 
Inspired by Ginger’s 5,000-year history, Paul Schulick began a revealing 
investigation that ultimately linked the claims of the ancient herbals to 
the remarkable and extensive findings of international medical research. 
Supported by hundreds of scientific references, the reader is led to 
discover the extraordinary personal and social benefits of using Ginger. 
 
About the Author 
Paul Schulick is an herbalist and advocate of personal choice in health 
care. A comprehensive library of herbal texts and a collection of 
international medical databases support the author's theories and 
tradition-based herbal formulations. His research extends from the 
therapeutic values of plants harvested from the seas to the healing 
powers of herbs commonly found in the spice cabinet. The author 

lectures throughout the country on the health impact of herbs and natural foods. 
 
Paul lives and works with his wife, Barbi, and their children, Geremy and Rosalie, in Brattleboro, 
Vermont. 
 
 

< GINGER: THE UNIVERSAL MEDICINE > 
– DAILY ENERGY TONIC – CARDIOVASCULAR PROTECTION – ANTI-ULCER REMEDY – 

– ARTHRITIS TREATMENT – DIGESTIVE AID – NATURAL THERAPY FOR COLDS & HEADACHES – 
– RELIEF FOR MENSTRUAL DISCOMFORT – NAUSEA & PARASITES – 

 
I found Ginger: Common Spice and Wonder Drug to be not only well researched but most interesting 
and useful. My compliments to Paul Schulick for a job well done and much needed. 

- JAMES DUKE, ECONOMIC BOTANIST 
  NATIONAL GERMPLASM RESOURCES LABORATORY 

 
Thank you, Paul, for presenting such a wealth of convincing information about an herb as important as 
Ginger. As a result, great numbers of people will find well-being and comfort from this amazing herb. 

- JOHN ROBBINS 
  AUTHOR OF DIET FOR A NEW AMERICA 
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Contained within the covers of this book is a wonderfully eclectic blend of science, clinical research, 
and folklore concerning Ginger. Far more than a book about a single herb, the author presents this 
herb as a potential catalyst for positive change which holds the promise of saving millions of lives. 
Excellent reading, a brilliant statement on the efficacy of plants. 

- ROSEMARY GLADSTAR 
        AUTHOR OF HERBAL HEALING FOR WOMEN 
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9 
THE ESSENCE OF GINGER 
 
For easy reader access, the essence of ginger can be summarized in a list of twenty-eight key 
points. 
 

1. Ginger offers a variety of therapeutic effects which no modern drug can rival. Unfortunately, 
due to a monopolistic health-care system and a historically biased regulatory environment, full 
awareness of ginger's value has been limited. 

 
2. Ginger is the most popular of hundreds of members of the Zingiberaceae family. To be 

botanically correct, ginger is a rhizome and not a root. It is available in many varieties, from 
mild to spicy, and requires tropical conditions and fertile soil for optimal growth. 

 
3. Over a period of 5,000 years, ginger traveled from Southeast Asia to the New World. 

Considered a treasure by some of the great figures of history, its ancient trade helped shape 
nations and insure its worldwide cultivation. 

 
4. The observed effects of ginger are the result of the interactions of more than 400 constituents 

which can be broken down into four major classes: taste, fragrance, nutrients and synergists. 
While most of the therapeutic focus is on the pungent taste compounds, called gingerols and 
shogaols, ginger's protein-digesting enzyme and antioxidant are also key elements. 

 
5. In an attempt to simplify or elucidate the dynamic of ginger's healing properties, a model of 

principal action and observed effect is offered. 
 

6. When a combination of ginger's individual constituents interact in a therapeutically defined 
fashion, the combined activity is referred to as a principal action. A principal action can 
manifest itself in many observed effects. 

 
7. Observed effects like anti-inflammatory, antiparasitic, antimicrobial and digestive benefit can 

all result from one principal action-i.e., enzyme action. An observed effect such as an anti-
inflammatory one, can also have a variety of principal actions at its root: enzyme, eicosanoid 
balance and antioxidant. 

 
8. The dynamics of eicosanoids represent a key to understanding the diversity of ginger's actions. 

Eicosanoids are physiologically active compounds that the body synthesizes from essential 
fatty acids. When these elements become imbalanced, a wide variety of disease conditions can 
evolve. 

 
9. The pharmaceutical industry has attempted to modulate eicosanoids to treat a host of disease 

conditions but has essentially failed because of serious side effects. 
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10. Ginger naturally helps balance these vitally important eicosanoids without side effects. 

 
11. Over millennia, millions of people have enjoyed the benefits of ginger. For spiritual 

upliftment, digestive comfort and strength, stimulation and relieffrom infirmity, ginger has 
been heralded as the herb of choice and has been included in most oftraditional Eastern 
formulas. Ginger is quite aptly described in the traditional language of Sanskrit as 
vishwabhesaj, the universal medicine. 

 
12. In more recent times, in the early part of the twentieth century, more than 25,000 U.S. 

physicians, the Eclectics, lauded the pain-relieving and cold-fighting values of ginger. 
 

13. Ginger was used historically in different regions of the world for the same basic 
therapeutic applications. These include: analgesic, antiarthritic, wound healing, anthelmintic, 
antiulcer, stimulant and aphrodisiac properties, plus treatment of a variety of respiratory, 
reproductive and digestive complaints. 

 
14. Intriguing studies by Danish researcher Srivastava and others illustrate ginger's 

therapeutic potential against arthritis. Ginger as a treatment offers many advantages over 
currently popular nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drugs. Over a period of three to six months, 
clinical trials suggest that ginger is more effective than these commonly prescribed drugs and 
without serious side effects. 

 
15. Ginger is a preventive treatment for critical cardiovascular disorders. Like aspirin, it 

holds the potential to prevent thousands of deaths from heart attacks and strokes as well as 
colon cancer. But unlike aspirin, it will have no side effects. 

 
16. Ginger is a potentially powerful antiulcer treatment rivaling three of the nation's most 

popular drugs which account for $2.8 billion in sales annually. 
 

17. The antiulcer effect of ginger is complemented by a host of other important digestive 
values which include relief of both diarrhea and constipation, liver protection and probiotic 
support. 

 
18. The antinausea effect of ginger is well documented. From nausea resulting from 

chemotherapy and ocean travel to pregnancy and gynecological surgery, ginger is the natural 
treatment of choice. 

 
19. Ginger, the bioavailability herb, assists the digestion of other nutrients and is a 

recommended addition to natural supplement regimes. 
 

20. Parasites pose a much greater threat to the industrialized world than is generally 
recognized. Ginger exhibits a wide range of antiparasitic activities. 

 
21. The historic observation that ginger is a cold remedy is a result of a combination of 

principal actions including eicosanoid balance, probiotic support, antitoxic and cytoprotective 
influences. 
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22. Ginger possesses a significant antimutagenic potential against such powerful 

carcinogens as benzo(a)pyrene and the most toxic burned byproducts of the amino acid 
tryptophan. Research also warrants further investigation into ginger's anticancer properties 
and its role in a cancertreatment program. 

 
23. Ginger has been shown to affect positively parameters of health such as cholesterol and 

blood sugar and balance numerous body systems including the circulatory, respiratory and 
reproductive systems. Ginger's beneficial effects have also been demonstrated in external 
treatments with dramatic results. 

 
24. Ginger is a remarkably safe herb. No modern pharmaceutical can compete with its 

range of therapeutic properties and absence of adverse side effects. Care and moderation 
should be exercised when using ginger during pregnancy and before surgery. Up to 1 gram 
daily of the powdered herb should be a safe preventive dosage for the general population. In 
all cases, introduction of ginger into the diet should be gradual. 

 
25. The effectiveness of ginger will be dependent upon the quality of the rhizome. Since 

commercial ginger is subject to many potential levels of chemical contamination, organically 
certified products are recommended. 

 
26. Both fresh and dry ginger are recommended forms for supplementation. There will be 

different properties gained from each. Ginger is commercially available in many forms 
including fresh, dried, syrup, capsules and extract. 

 
27. With a health-care system that is widely recognized in crisis and in danger of 

bankrupting this country, natural and traditional remedies offer both a safe and economical 
potential to save lives and drastically improve the nation's health. 

 
28. Government and the pharmaceutical, food, medical and insurance industries have 

much at stake in the current system's continuation. Whether or not the public will ever realize 
the full daily tonic and healing value of ginger as well as the huge potential of countless other 
traditional remedies will be dependent upon the political strength of the growing alternative- 
and self-health-care movements. 

 
 

1 
FROM THE START 
 
 
 

Beyond Sisyphus 
In Greek mythology, Sisyphus, a king of Corinth, was condemned forever to roll a huge stone 
up a hill in Hades only to have it roll down again on nearing the top. 
 

NOTE 
Why is it necessary in a book on ginger to question the priorities of medical education, to 
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detail the costs of marketing a drug or expose the underlying philosophy of the food 
industry? Forces are at play within these conditions that will ultimately determine the 
fate of whatever promise ginger happens to hold. This chapter alerts the reader to grave 
threats to our health freedom while offering a vision of hope. In the last chapter, 
"Freedom and Health at the Crossroads," these issues are covered in greater depth. 

 
 
Ginger, botanically known as Zingiber officinale, is one of the world's ten favorite spices.1 Yet, 
astonishingly, its most precious values are still virtually ignored or unknown. This book proposes that 
your spice cabinet contains a most phenomenal herb and healing entity-one that is beyond the 
therapeutic scope of any modern drug, with the potential to save billions of dollars and countless 
lives. 
 
Is it possible that something so powerful could be ginger? If modern science can demonstrate that 
ordinary foods like carrots and broccoli-or even citrus mold-can offer elements (beta carotene, 
sulforaphane and penicillin) that can prevent disease or save millions of lives, why not a common 
spice? Ginger is certainly as likely to be a healing force as any of the above. It has not made its way into 
a majority of Oriental formulations for thousands of years by mere coincidence. Surely, every scientist 
would agree that a botanical like ginger could contain a powerful healing element since today it is 
estimated that at least 25 percent of all modern drugs are botanical in origin. Might we then, in our 
quest to isolate a single compound or drug out of its botanical context, be missing a healing miracle in 
the whole plant itself, especially one as readily available as ginger? 
 
Unfortunately, over the past forty years, the prevailing health-care system and the government 
agencies entrusted to regulate it have virtually excluded this possibility, along with many other 
treatments related to so-called alternative, traditional or unorthodox medicine. Especially kept in 
competitive check have been herbs and other nutritional supplements, which hundreds of studies 
have demonstrated possess the potential to replace many modern synthesized pharmaceutical drugs. 
 
A repression of health-care alternatives has been achieved both directly through regulatory control 
and indirectly through what would appear to be a systematic offensive against alternative health-care 
providers. For example physicians who have recommended herbal supplements have often suffered 
the indignity of being labeled quacks and more importantly, have endured the threat of financially 
devastating licensor losses. Few people are aware that the supplements themselves, “the tools-of-the-
trade” have on occasion been seized through the use of any number of absurd technicalities. For 
example, the government has required that anytime a health claim about an herb or dietary 
supplement is made, the producers must prove that this supplement is a safe and effective drug. 
 
This proving sounds fair enough, but like Sisyphus and the rock, it is a feat that is impossible to 
accomplish. A new drug application costs up to $359 million,2 takes eight or more years to process 
and, most ironically, can never actually result in a patent because a whole herb is not a patentable 
substance. The only patentable item from an herb would be an isolated element, thereby excluding 
the value of the whole herb and the synergy or inherent cooperation this wholeness represents. So 
while 25 percent of all modern drugs are derived from plants, ultimately the whole plant itself is 
actually being ignored or discarded in favor of the one, active, patentable element. As designed, the 
sole purveyor who can create and sell a prescription drug to the sanctioned medical trade is our 
                                          
1  
2  
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nation's most profitable corporate entity, the pharmaceutical industry. 
 
Despite this monopolistic pressure, growing numbers of Americans are seeking out alternative 
forms of health care. A recent survey in the most prestigious New England Journal of Medicine 
declared that in 1990 more than one-third of all Americans had visited an alternative or unorthodox 
practitioner. More telling was the fact that 72 percent of these respondents who used 
unconventional therapy did not inform their medical doctor that they had done so.3 
 
A most encouraging development is that this segment of the population has begun to organize into a 
politically active group. As a result of the forming of grass-roots organizations throughout the United 
States, alternative health as a choice can now challenge the very roots of the medical establishment 
and lift the rightful representation of herbs and natural health care into the current national debate on 
health reform. The hope is that research like this on ginger will contribute to this all-important battle 
for healthier choices and medical freedom. 
 
 
 

 
Unless we put medical freedom into the Constitution, the time will come 
when medicine will organize itself into an undercover dictatorship. To 
restrict the art of healing to doctors and deny equal privileges to others 
will constitute the Bastille of medical science. All such laws are un-
American and despotic. 

 
DR. BENJAMIN RUSH, SIGNER OF THE DECLARATION OF 
INDEPENDENCE4 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

2 
FROM CULTIVATION TO CONFUCIUS 
 
 
Botany 101 
 
 
Where did ginger get its name? What does ginger have in common with the principal spice in 
                                          
3  
4  
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curry? What conditions are ideal for ginger cultivation, and who grows the best and the most 
ginger? The answers to these questions and more are a formal introduction to our favorite spice. 
 
 
No one really knows the exact origins of ginger. It was probably first discovered in the tropics of 
Southeast Asia. Some botanists argue that its Sanskrit name indicates India as the site of origin.5 
Confirming this hypothesis, however, is next to impossible due to both secretive trade and wide 
cultivation which have left no documents of its origin or existence in the wild state. 
 
Ginger was given its official botanical name, Zingiber officinale, by the famous eighteenth-century 
Swedish botanist, Linnaeus. Linnaeus derived the genus title Zingiber from its Indian Sanskrit name 
singabera which means shaped like a horn.6 
 
Ginger is one of more than 1,400 species belonging to the Zingiberaceae family, sharing the family's 
most popular honors with the spices turmeric (a principal component of curry) and cardamom.7 
Ginger is a slender perennial reaching 24 to 39 inches in height. Its first stems are longer than the 
second and latter stems and bear beautifully fragrant flowers which are greenish-yellow and streaked 
with purple. The leaves are a dark green with a prominent midrib that is sheathed at the base, and the 
seeds are found in the rare fruiting body. 
 
The most familiar part of the ginger plant used in commerce is the irregularly shaped and sized 
underground section which we erroneously call a root. Although ginger will probably always be 
associated with the term root, it is botanically correct to call it a rhizome. Unlike a root which dies if it is 
split, ginger can actually generate whole new plants from its budded sections. It is from these buds 
that ginger has been cultivated for thousands of years. Ginger grows best in a hot and moist climate 
with available shade, and in soil that is rich in loam and well tilled. The ginger rhizome is aromatic and 
thick lobed and ranges from white to yellow in color. One of the prized varieties and most unusual 
exceptions to this color range is a variety that possesses a characteristic blue ring which circles the 
fleshy interior. 
 
Ginger is today the world's most widely cultivated spice. There are as many opinions as to who grows 
the best ginger as there are countries and regions that cultivate it. Ginger appears in so many varieties, 
with an estimated fifty in India alone, that any favoritism is a matter of personal taste. Each variety 
possesses its own distinctive flavor and aroma depending upon the soil and the manner in which it is 
grown. The most pungent gingers are reported to come from Africa, while milder varieties are found in 
China. There is some consensus that the milder gingers are better for culinary applications while the 
spicier varieties are best from a beverage and therapeutic standpoint. Since the focus of this book is 
on the medicinal properties of ginger, it is significant to note that the only specific variety actually 
singled out from a therapeutic standpoint is the blue ring, which is reported to contain the highest 
proteolytic or protein-digesting enzyme content.8 
 
(See figure 1 for the basics on growers, importers, growing conditions and harvesting.)* 
 

                                          
5  
6  
7  
8  
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* In 1990, Indonesia led the list of growers, exporting 38,114 metric tons of ginger. Leading importers 
of ginger are Saudi Arabia, Yemen, the United States, Japan and the United Kingdom. In 1992, the 
United States imported most of its fresh ginger from Fiji, powdered from Taiwan, sweet from Hong 
Kong and candied from Australia.9 Certified organic growers report that one acre of land will yield 
between 13,000 and 17,000 pounds of fresh ginger. Commercial yields are reported to be as high as 
30,000 pounds per acre. This helps explain why prices for certified organic ginger may be as much as 
five times the cost of some commercial varieties. 
 
Few spices have as wide a range of harvesting schedules as ginger. Harvesting time determines to a 
major extent the final form for sale; i.e., pickled, dried or fresh. As a general rule, the longer ginger is in 
the ground (past 5 months) the more fibrous and pungent the rhizome becomes. Therefore, when 
ginger is eaten straight as in the pickled or crystallized candy forms, where fiber is least desirable, it is 
usually harvested in 4-5 months and when ginger is used for cooking or syruping, it is harvested from 
7-9 months after planting. Ginger processed for dried powders will generally be the latest in the 
harvesting cycle. Regardless of the final form, research suggests that ginger's flavor and fragrance 
constituents crest at 265 days.10 
 
 

The Spice That Changed the World 
Every good quality is contained in ginger. 

AN ANCIENT INDIAN PROVERB11 

                                          
9  
10  
11  
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NOTE 

A book about ginger would be incomplete without some mention of its historic political 
impact. From its unknown botanical origin to its present status as the world's most widely 
cultivated spice, ginger possesses one of the herb kingdom's richest histories. Loved and 
defended by the likes of Confucius and King Henry VIII and lauded by Shakespeare and 
Islamic scripture, ginger has been a player in the creation and destruction of nations. This 
section details a chronological overview of ginger's worldwide movement. The medical 
history of ginger is addressed in the section "A Healer for 5,000 Years." 

 
 
Could a common spice have helped shape modern history? Sounds like an outrageous claim, but not 
more than two hundred years ago spices were the political and economic equivalent of to day's oil 
and clean water. 
 
From the earliest written records, lucrative ginger trade routes were guarded with secrecy and 
intrigue. For example, early Arab traders protected their passages and personal supplies of ginger 
from the inquisitive and resourceful Greeks and Romans by actually fabricating a fabled land inhabited 
by a primitive and ruthless people they called the Troglodytes. Interestingly, the Arabs' secretive 
business engagements probably had more than economics at their roots. In the holiest text of Islam, 
the Koran, ginger is regarded as a spiritual and heavenly beverage. 
 

Round amongst them [the righteous in Paradise] are passed vessels of silver and goblets 
made of glass. . . a cup, the admixture of which is ginger. KORAN 76:15-1712 

 
 
The most ancient literature of all the great civilizations of the Middle East, Asia and Europe contains 
testimonials to both the medicinal and economic importance of ginger. From five-thousand-year-old 
Greek literature to 200 B.C. Chinese records, ancient historians equated the ownership of ginger or its 
trade routes with prosperity. In the latter case, a Chinese historian wrote how thousands of acres were 
planted only in ginger and bringing immense wealth.13 We can now understand why explorers like 
Marco Polo and Vasco da Gama were so careful to document the cultivation of ginger.14 
 
Well into the Middle Ages, ginger sustained its economic and cultural significance. This is affirmed by 
records of transactions in England where just one pound was considered worth 1 shilling and 7 pence, 
approximately equivalent to the price of a sheep.15 The name ginger actually became synonymous 
with spice. For hundreds of years it graced only the dinner tables of the upper class or royalty. 
 
For thousands of years, trade in spices like ginger became the measure of an empire's wealth and 
power. Fortunately for ginger, its worldwide cultivation was insured by the economics of the spice 
trade and its stimulus to colonialism. The Spanish people, who were particularly aggressive explorers 
and colonialists, were one of the key nations responsible for taking ginger around the globe and 
encouraging its cultivation in the New World. 
 

                                          
12  
13  
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One might ask why ginger should have been the focus of such a historic drama. There are three 
principal reasons. The first and second, which will soon be discussed in depth, were a regard for 
ginger's powerful medicinal and food preservative properties. The third and most apparent is best 
expressed by Shakespeare in Love's Labour's Lost: “And had I but one penny in the world, thou shouldst 
have it to buy ginger-bread.”16 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

3 
THE WORKINGS OF A MIRACLE 
 
 
Anatomy of a Spice 

 
The first step in understanding the miracle of how ginger works is to investigate its hundreds of 
individual parts or constituents. This is truly an awe-inspiring experience, because its 
components yield a virtual pharmacology course of intriguing organic compounds. The 
following section identifies and highlights just a few of these hundreds of elements that are at 
play in ginger's taste, fragrance and therapeutic effects. 
 
Ginger's anatomy can be divided into four principal sections:  
 

1) taste or pungency;  
2) essential oil or fragrance;  
3) macro/micro-nutrients; and  
4) synergists. 

 
The most obvious note of ginger's universally loved flavor is its pungency. Contained within this 
profoundly distinctive taste are also some of ginger's most powerful medicinal properties. The first 
attempt to dissect this pungency or spiciness was the work of Thresh in 1879.17 He isolated an oily-
resinous substance, comprising approximately 5 to 10 percent of the plant, and gave it the name 
ginerol.18 This oleoresin has since been broken down into close to thirty elements. 
 
The two most recognized divisions of these pungency constituents are called gingerols and shogaols. 
Gingerols, present in fresh ginger, convert into the more pungent shogaols with dehydration and 
heat. This chemical transformation from the fresh to the dry state is one of the most profound factors 
behind ginger's therapeutic effects. 
 
Almost as distinctive as ginger's taste is its fragrance. The wonderfully sweet, warm and citrusy aroma 
of ginger is highly regarded and widely used in the perfumery and beverage industries. The unique 
                                          
16  
17  
18  
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scent of ginger arises from one of nature's most complex essential oils comprising between 1.0 to 2.5 
percent of the dried rhizome. After reviewing the work of more than seventeen studies, researcher 
Brian Lawrence19 compiled 200 different components of this essential oil.* It is no wonder that V. S. 
Govindarajan, the author of the definitive work on the chemistry, technology and quality evaluation of 
ginger, concluded, "It is unlikely that the balanced aroma of natural ginger will be duplicated for a 
long time."20 
 
The macro/micro-nutrients category encompasses proteins, lipids, carbohydrates and all the known 
vitamins, minerals and trace nutrients of ginger. Unlike many other herbs or spices, fresh or green 
ginger has a history of being consumed as a vegetable21 and does possess considerable levels of 
nutrients like potassium, phosphorous, vitamin C and riboflavin (see figure 2). 
 
* One of the best-known constituents of ginger oil is zingiberene, which is noted for its flavor and 
carminative activity.22 
 
Synergists are included here, with all due humility, as an escape clause to encompass the remainder of 
ginger's elements. Although elements like gingerols or zingiberene might be the primary constituents 
responsible for taste and scent respectively, many of the other hundreds of ingredients that are 
referred to here as synergists ultimately interact and overlap to manifest the entire effect. 
 

23 
 
Of special note in the synergists category is an enzyme called zingibain and other highly researched 
plant constituents like capsaicin, curcumin and limonene. Zingibain is a powerful protein-digesting 
enzyme that is comparable to papain from papaya and bromelain from pineapple. 
 
What is most interesting is not so much the enzyme itself but its potency. Comprising as much as 2 
percent of the fresh rhizome, ginger is one of nature's richest sources of proteolytic enzymes. As a 
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point of reference, this is approximately 180 times the amount of proteolytic enzyme contained in the 
papaya plant.24 Capsaicin, curcumin and limonene are common to a number of other spices and 
possess a phenomenal array of physiological effects. (See "Ginger's Constituents and Actions" on page 
111.) 
 
 

An Infinite Cascade of Reactions 
Synergy means behavior of whole systems unpredicted by the behavior of 

their parts. 
RICHARD BUCKMINSTER FULLER (1895-1983)25 

 
NOTE 

What are the mechanisms that allow ginger actually to prevent or benefit conditions like 
life-threatening heart attacks, arthritis and ulcers? Within one simple observed effect like 
ginger's relief of inflammation might be a dozen different complex chemical interactions. 
The sheer magnitude of these reactions leads one seriously to question the entire 
paradigm of modern pharmacology, which searches for a single active constituent. The 
full spectrum of ginger's actions is probably beyond comprehension; however, 
understanding something about the complexity of these mechanisms might help one 
better appreciate, use and gain value from the spice. 

 
 

Introduction 
 
Ginger's observed effects are the result of an almost infinite cascade of reactions caused by literally 
hundreds of individual compounds. How the more than four hundred taste, fragrance, nutrient and 
synergist constituents of ginger interact to create its profound therapeutic benefits is an exercise in 
endless complexity (see figure 3).26 
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27 
 
All one needs to be convinced of this intricacy is to review the properties of its pungent taste 
elements. Within these two principal groups of more than thirty constituents is a veritable pharmacy. 
In an attempt to simplify and illustrate this pharmacological dynamic, a dualistic model of principal 
action and observed effect is outlined (see figure 4). 
 
A principal action is defined here as the consequence of the combining of one or more active or 
inactive constituents. Through these bonds or interactions, the original activity of one constituent is 
intensified, modified or negated. A principal action either alone or more typically in association with 
other principal actions will then result in a myriad of observed effects. As shown in figure 4, an 
observed effect can easily have at its roots a variety of principal actions. Understanding the basics of 
these cause-and-effect relationships will allow the reader to appreciate more fully the phenomena of 
ginger's therapeutic benefits. 
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From Action to Effect 
Ginger's enzyme principal action is a good example of an action-to-effect dynamic.28 
 
One of the previously described constituents that participates in ginger's principal enzyme action is 
called zingibain. Since one gram of zingibain can actually tenderize as much as twenty pounds of 
meat, improved digestion would be the most obvious impact or observed effect. Besides improving 
digestion, ginger's principal enzyme action also undoubtedly contributes to its combination of 
antibacterial,29 anthelmintic30 and anti-inflammatory31 observed effects. 
 
Numerous studies have shown that enzymes like zingibain can enhance the effectiveness of other 
antibacterial elements such as antibiotics32 by as much as 50 percent.33 To help eliminate parasites, an 
enzyme like zingibain can also aid the immune system by potentially digesting the parasite and its 
eggs.34 Lastly, proteolytic enzymes are often associated with significant anti-inflammatory activity.35 
 
 
From Effect Back to Action 
One of ginger's most pronounced observed effects is its ability to counter inflammation. It also 
provides an excellent example of an observed effect with a profound interplay of root principal 
actions. At least three principal actions including 1) antioxidant, 2) enzyme and 3) eicosanoid balance 
are at work. As a powerful antioxidant (Ginger’s antioxidant action is thought to result from a number 
of constituents including zingerone), with more than twelve constituents superior to vitamin E,36 
ginger helps neutralize free radicals which are widely recognized as participating or being responsible 
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for the inflammatory process (see chart 7: The Antioxidant Properties of Ginger). Ginger's enzyme action 
combines, in an intricate interplay mirroring a Rube Goldberg. invention, with at least four other 
synergists to in turn affect another principal action involving critically important inflammation-related 
elements called eicosanoids.37 
 
From just these two examples it should be clear that it would be a Herculean task to connect all of a 
plant's individual elements with principal actions and then in turn with clinically observed effects. 
Although it is a valuable exercise, it is not attempted here. With this reasoning in mind, please note 
figure 5, The Principal Actions of Ginger, and figure 6, Ginger's Demonstrated Effects. 
 

 
 

 
 

The $70 Billion Challenge 
 
 
One of the body's most important chemical reactions involves compounds called eicosanoids. 
When these elements derived from dietary fat are out of balance, many different disease 
conditions can evolve. Two of the most threatening are heightened inflammation and a more 
viscous or clot-prone blood. To a person who is susceptible to arthritis or heart disease, the 
results of this imbalance could be devastating. Drug companies have spent many billions of 
dollars unsuccessfully attempting to manipulate this balance safely and effectively. 
 
Introduction 
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There is little doubt that one key to understanding not only the benefits of ginger but also the 
dynamics of our overall health is to appreciate compounds known as eicosanoids. Eicosanoids are 
those physiologically active compounds possessing a hormonal or regulatory-type nature, which are 
enzymatically produced from dietary fat and principally from an essential fatty acid called arachidonic 
acid. Eicosanoids are broken down by structure and their catalyst enzymes into three major groups 
called prostaglandins, thromboxanes and leukotrienes (see chart 1: The Eicosanoid Cascade). These 
three principal groups of eicosanoids interact with one another in virtually every organ system of the 
body. As tempting as it is to classify one eicosanoid as positive and another as negative, the reality is 
that the ratio or proportion with the others is probably most critical.* For health to be preserved, there 
is little doubt that a balance of these compounds must be maintained. Even from the very beginning 
of life, eicosanoids are locked in an interplay with dramatic potential (see chart 2, The Basic Functions of 
Eicosanoids, and chart 3, The Impact of One Eicosanoid and Enzyme). 
 
* Even the leukotrienes, which are usually blamed for chronic inflammatory conditions such as asthma, 
rheumatoid arthritis, psoriasis and inflammatory bowel disease,38 clearly playa role in the destruction 
of harmful materials and contribute to tissue repair and healing. 
 
 
Fantastic Failure 
 
The pharmaceutical industry has recognized that eicosanoid manipulation is a key to the normal 
functioning of many body systems, particularly the inflammatory process and cardiovascular system. 
Because of this, they have attempted to modulate or inhibit eicosanoid enzymes. To date, at least two 
hundred drugs39 have been specifically designed to manipulate eicosanoids or relieve the 
inflammatory process at a current marketing and development cost as high as $70 billion. 
 
Unfortunately, the drug companies have encountered serious problems when trying to manipulate 
these enzymes.40 When the enzyme thromboxane synthetase is inhibited to minimize thromboxanes, 
other contracting and aggregating prostaglandin-type substances called prostaglandin 
endoperoxides replace the thromboxanes.41 To make matters worse, the thromboxane synthetase 
inhibitors are also known to hamper normal removal of calcium from cells.42 When the alternative 
cyclooxygenase enzyme is checked to minimize both prostaglandins and thromboxanes, there are also 
serious side effects. Well-known cyclooxygenase inhibitors are drugs referred to as nonsteroidal anti-
inflammatory drugs (NSAIDs), which include aspirin, ibuprofen and indomethacin.43 NSAIDs reduce all 
prostaglandins, including the good mucus-protective PGI2. Without PGI2 there will be a deterioration of 
the mucus lining and a real danger of potentially fatal ulcers, which have become almost synonymous 
with the intake of NSAIDs.44 
 
Lipoxygenase inhibitors, as well as virtually all other anti-inflammatory protocols, have also either not 
met expectation or been rejected for numerous reasons. While lip oxygenase inhibitors failed to make 
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it to human trials due to toxicity,45 other classes of anti-inflammatory drugs like immunosuppressants 
and corticosteroids have left a legacy of adverse side effects including hypertension, brittle bones and 
thin skin.46 While these side effects are a serious problem, a more dangerous potential lies in how 
these drugs affect the immune system. Eicosanoids playa key role in immunity, and their chemical 
inhibition could dramatically weaken normal immune function.47 
 
A Key to the Vault 
 
While billions of dollars are being invested in modern pharmaceutical eicosanoid manipulation, poor 
results and toxicity have created a great potential for natural alternatives. Although a recent focus on 
essential fatty acid manipulation has been promising, a natural enzymatic approach has been 
relatively ignored. Remarkably, we have a diamond in our spice cabinet and virtually no one knows it. 
More than twelve studies have shown that ginger, like some of our most powerful pharmaceuticals, 
can positively affect this most critical of physiological reactions. 
 
While chemical drug manipulation of eicosanoids has met with accumulating obstacles, research 
exploring safer and ultimately more effective alternatives in the field of nutritional science has 
intensified. Most of the research has focused on the dietary fat-EFA-eicosanoid connections by 
incorporating vegetable and marine source oils like that from cod, evening primrose, and flaxseed into 
the diet. The fundamental theory is that if the substrate arachidonic acid can be replaced or reduced 
by other essential fatty acids (dietary fat management), then there will be less inflammatory-type 
eicosanoids produced (see chart 1: The Eicosanoid Cascade). Although the clinical research is 
promising,48 the results are still not conclusive.49 
 
A brief study of the eicosanoid cascade strongly suggests that there is another approach that might be 
superior or, at least, complementary to dietary fat management. This method would be to affect the 
cascade closer to the source or at the enzymes themselves, essentially taking the same angle as the 
drug companies, albeit with natural agents. Some effort has been made in this direction with 
botanicals like meadowsweet herb and white willow bark, which might inhibit the cyclooxygenase 
and lip oxygenase enzymes; but the research is still lacking confirmation and safety of universal 
application. 
 
The most remarkable and probably important principal action of ginger is that it is a profound and 
safe modulator or balancer of the vital eicosanoid cascade. Through its inhibition of at least two 
eicosanoid enzymes, 5-lipoxygenase and cyclooxygenase, ginger has been shown in at least twelve 
studies to correct or balance eicosanoid ratios. Ginger inhibits excesses of thromboxanes and 
leukotrienes such as TXA2 and LTB4 while allowing vital prostaglandins like PGI2 to remain dominant 
or be minimally affected.50 Estimates range from a 60 percent inhibition of thromboxanes to a 56 
percent inhibition in specific inflammatory-type prostaglandins51 (see chart 4, Ginger's Effect on Specific 
Eicosanoids). Ginger also reduced the substitute inflammatory compounds called prostaglandin 
endoperoxides, which plague modern chemical pharmaceutical thromboxane synthetase inhibitors.52 
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One study showed that as many as four constituents of ginger were actually more potent inhibitors of 
prostaglandins than indomethacin, "which is known as one of the strongest (chemical) eicosanoid 
inhibitors."53 Considering the fact that indomethacin has annual sales approaching $100 million, our 
common spice begins to show its competitive potential. 
 
Most remarkably, ginger achieves its no-side-effect54 eicosanoid impact with a startling array of 
physiological benefits ranging from immune enhancement to gastroprotection. This single statement is 
one of the most impressive in this book. Where $70 billion worth of modern pharmaceuticals have 
essentially failed safely and effectively to balance eicosanoids, a common spice proves to possess a 
phenomenal and superior potential. 
 
 
 
 

20 THINGS YOU NEED TO KNOW ABOUT GINGER 
Source: Health Book Summaries 
 
 
 
Ginger has been used as a medicine for thousands of years to treat a wide range of ailments from 
diarrhea to arthritis. Besides it medicinal use, this tuber has been used as culinary cooking spice for 
nearly 4500 years. Ginger products, like candy, are made from fresh or dried ginger root and the herb 
is available in many different forms. Fresh ginger root can also be prepared as a tea. Read on to learn 
more about this powerful herb that can be found in any grocery store across the country. 
 
1. Highly valued as a spice, ginger (Zingiber officinale) has been used medicinally for thousands of 
years by Chinese physicians. Ginger acts as an antioxidant and has antibacterial, anti-inflammatory, 
anti-clotting and pain-killing properties. It also improves liver function and lowers cholesterol as well 
as having beneficial effects on the heart. Ginger has anti-ulcer activity and improves the function of 
the muscles in the gut while helping to relieve spasm. Ginger is also valued for its warming properties. 
- Nicola Reavley, The New Encyclopedia of Vitamins, Minerals, Supplements and Herbs 
 
2. Ginger helps the body to sweat, so toxins are drawn to the skin's surface. To prepare the ginger 
bath, place half-inch slices of fresh ginger in boiling water over a stove; turn off the heat, and steep for 
thirty minutes. Remove the ginger, and add that water into a tub already filled with hot water. 
- Brenda Watson and Leonard Smith, The Detox Strategy: Vibrant Health in 5 Easy Steps 
 
3. Try some ginger ale — ginger is a known stomach soother. It's best to drink flat ginger ale at room 
temperature (cold beverages will irritate an upset stomach). Take tiny sips, especially if you have 
already vomited. If you can keep that down, sip a bit more. If you're out of ginger ale, you can try 
making a cup of ginger tea (with grated gingerroot). Some people even find relief by nibbling on a 
gingersnap. 
- Carol Turkington, The Hypericum Handbook: Nature's Antidepressant 
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4. Ginger juice produces better recovery from symptoms of nausea than ondansetron, a commonly 
prescribed drug during chemotherapy. 
- Andreas Moritz, Cancer Is Not A Disease - It's A Survival Mechanism 
 
5. Ginger has been shown to inhibit the growth of tumors in the colon in animal studies. 
- Andreas Moritz, Cancer Is Not A Disease - It's A Survival Mechanism 
 
6. Ginger root extract (gingerols) inhibits the growth of Helicobacter pylori in the digestive tract, which 
is a bacterium linked to stomach cancer. 
- Andreas Moritz, Cancer Is Not A Disease - It's A Survival Mechanism 
 
7. Ginger stimulates blood circulation. These effects make it useful in treating a number of disorders 
marked by swelling and pain, such as arthritis. A three-year study of fifty-six people with rheumatoid 
arthritis found that about 75 percent of the subjects achieved relief from pain and swelling by taking 
powdered ginger. 
- Phyllis A. Balch, CNC, Prescription for Herbal Healing: An Easy-to-Use A-Z Reference to Hundreds of 
Common Disorders and Their Herbal Remedies 
 
8. If you take ginger for medicinal purposes, the powder form is the best because of its high 
concentration of nutrients. Take 4 grams (about 1 teaspoon) of powder divided in two to four doses 
over the course of the day. Ginger tea is a good herbal tonic for influenza because of its soothing 
qualities and its antiviral abilities. To make fresh ginger tea, cut a one-inch slice of fresh ginger-root 
into small slivers. Place the ginger in a pot and simmer at a near boil for about 15 minutes, then strain 
into a cup. Add a little honey to taste. 
- Bradley J. Willcox, D. Craig Willcox, and Makoto Suzuki, The Okinawa Program: How the World's Longest-
Lived People Achieve Everlasting Health 
 
9. For centuries, ginger has been prescribed by Ayurvedic and Indian healers to treat the pain and 
stiffness associated with arthritis. Ginger contains natural anti-inflammatory agents called gingeroles. 
Fresh ginger, however, also contains compounds called shogaoles, which can cause stomach irritation 
in some people. 
- Earl Mindell, R.Ph., Ph.D., Earl Mindell's Supplement Bible: A Comprehensive Guide to Hundreds of NEW 
Natural Products that Will Help You Live Longer, Look Better, Stay Heathier, ... and Much More! 
 
10. Ginger tea aids digestion and soothes heartburn, and powdered ginger capsules, tea, or candy 
control motion sickness and nausea without causing drowsiness. Fresh ginger root relieves the sting of 
minor burns and can prevent and fight heartburn by absorbing stomach acid. A ginger compress can 
soothe carpel tunnel syndrome. 
- Barrie R Cassileth, Ph.D., The Alternative Medicine Handbook: The Complete Reference Guide to Alternative 
and Complementary Therapies 
 
11. Ginger supplementation helped to modulate immune activity in a beneficial direction, suggesting 
usefulness in control of chronic inflammation and autoimmune diseases. Another study of ginger 
found that the herb could help control the risk factors involved in "syndrome X," which combine to 
greatly increase risk of type 2 diabetes — a condition that creates severe inflammation throughout the 
body because of the pro-inflammatory effects of high blood sugar and high insulin levels. 
- Freedom Press, Natural Cancer Cures: The Definitive Guide to Using Dietary Supplements to Fight and 
Prevent Cancer 
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12. A double-blind study published in the Journal of the American Medical Association compared the 
effects of ginger and Dramamine, a common over-the-counter motion sickness drug, and found that 
ginger was actually more effective. In addition, ginger had none of the side effects — such as 
drowsiness — of the commercial drug. Ginger is an even more effective anticoagulant than garlic or 
onions; gin-gerol, one of its compounds, has a structure very much like that of aspirin, which also thins 
the blood. Ginger is a folk remedy for menstrual cramps. 
- Gary Null, Get Healthy Now with Gary Null: A Complete Guide to Prevention, Treatment and Healthy Living 
 
13. Ginger is an inexpensive, effective, and nearly universally available remedy for inflammation and 
pain. It is used to treat cramping that accompanies constipation and to relieve peptic ulcers. In China, 
ginger has been put to the novel use of helping to turn breech babies by giving the mother ginger 
teas before delivery. 
- Phyllis A. Balch, CNC, Prescription for Herbal Healing: An Easy-to-Use A-Z Reference to Hundreds of 
Common Disorders and Their Herbal Remedies 
 
14. To test the ability of ginger to reduce inflammation, a preliminary clinical study was conducted on 
seven patients with rheumatoid arthritis in whom conventional drugs had provided only temporary or 
partial relief. One patient took 50 grams per day of lightly cooked ginger, while the remaining six took 
either 5 grams of fresh ginger or 0.1 to 1 gram of powdered ginger daily. All patients reported 
substantial improvement, including pain relief, increased joint mobility, and decreased swelling and 
morning stiffness. 
- Michael Murray, N.D. and Joseph Pizzorno, N.D., The Encyclopedia of Healing Foods 
 
15. Ginger has a long tradition of being very useful in alleviating symptoms of gastrointestinal distress, 
including the nausea and vomiting typical of pregnancy. Although the mechanism of action has yet to 
be elucidated, current thought is that this is due more to ginger’s effects on the gastrointestinal tract 
than to any effects on the brain.  Ginger’s anti-vomiting action has been studied in the most severe 
form of pregnancy-related nausea and vomiting, known as hyperemesis gravidum. 
- Michael T. Murray, N.D., Joseph E. Pizzorno, N.D., Encyclopedia of Natural Medicine, Revised Second 
Edition 
 
16. Ginger also can settle stomach upset caused by food allergies. Ginger inhibits the production of 
immune-system components called cytokines, chemicals that create a long-term tendency toward 
inflammation. 
- Phyllis A. Balch, CNC, Prescription for Herbal Healing: An Easy-to-Use A-Z Reference to Hundreds of 
Common Disorders and Their Herbal Remedies 
 
17. In Japan, ginger's anti-parasitic effect is put to use in the preparation of sushi, which is traditionally 
eaten with pickled ginger. In the laboratory, ginger extracts have been shown to kill the anisakid 
worm, a parasite sometimes carried in raw fish, within sixteen hours, about the length of time the 
parasite would have to establish itself in the digestive tract after consumption of contaminated fish. 
- Phyllis A. Balch, CNC, Prescription for Herbal Healing: An Easy-to-Use A-Z Reference to Hundreds of 
Common Disorders and Their Herbal Remedies 
 
18. Fresh ginger is used to help break down high-protein foods such as meats and beans and lessen 
the effect of uric acids in the body from eating these foods. Dried ginger feeds the properties of foods 
and herbs to the lower extremities — the colon, kidneys, ovaries, sexual organs, and legs; it also treats 
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motion sickness, and is most convenient in the form of capsules or a tincture for this purpose. Ginger 
should not be used when signs of heat are present. 
- Paul Pitchford, Healing with Whole Foods: Asian Traditions and Modern Nutrition 
 
19. Garlic and cayenne are good remedies for exterior conditions such as the common cold. 
- Paul Pitchford, Healing with Whole Foods: Asian Traditions and Modern Nutrition 
 
20. Ginger tea is useful as a supplement in treating schistosomiasis, a parasitic disease increasingly 
prevalent among tourists returning to the United States 
- Phyllis A. Balch, CNC, Prescription for Herbal Healing: An Easy-to-Use A-Z Reference to Hundreds of 
Common Disorders and Their Herbal Remedies 
 
 
 
 

GINGER DESTROYS CANCER MORE EFFECTIVELY THAN CANCER 
DRUGS 
Source: Anthony Gucciardi, March 27, 2012 
http://naturalsociety.com/ginger-destroys-cancer-more-effectively-than-cancer-drugs/ 
 

Ginger, a cousin spice of super anti-cancer substance turmeric, is known for its ability to shrink 
tumors.  

Astoundingly, it is even more effective than many cancer drugs, which have been shown to be 
completely ineffective and actually accelerate the death of cancer patients. Commonly consumed 
across the world in small doses among food and beverage products, the medicinal properties of 
ginger far surpass even advanced pharmaceutical inventions. 

The subject of one study based out of Georgia State University, whole ginger extract was revealed to 
shrink prostate tumor size by a whopping 56% in mice. The anticancer properties were observed in 
addition to ginger’s role in reducing inflammation as well as being a rich source of life-enhancing 
antioxidants. But what about cancer drugs? Could this simple spice really topple the advanced 
pharmaceuticals that are often touted as the ‘only option’ for cancer patients by medical doctors? 

It turns out that cancer drugs are not only severely ineffective at permanently shrinking tumors, but 
they actually make tumors larger and kill the patient more quickly. More specifically, the tumors 
have been found to ‘metasize’, meaning they come back bigger and more stronger than their original 
size. What’s more, the ‘metasizing’ was found to be very aggressive. According to scientists Beth Israel 
Deaconess Medical Center in Boston, the premium priced drugs were little more than death sentences 
for many patients. 

“Whatever manipulations we’re doing to tumors can inadvertently do something to increase the 
tumor numbers to become more metastatic, which is what kills patients at the end of the day,” said 
study author Dr. Raghu Kalluri. 
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These are the very drugs considered to be the scientifically proven solution by mainstream health 
officials. 

Meanwhile, ginger presents virtually no side effects and has been used as a food product by 
many cultures for countless centuries. Instead of creating super tumors, whole ginger extract 
was shown to exert significant growth-inhibiting and death-inductory effects in a spectrum of 
prostate cancer cells.  

Over 17 other studies have also reached similar conclusions on ginger’s anticancer benefits, with the 
spice being shown by peer-reviewed research to positively impact beyond 101 diseases. 

 
 

RESEARCH: GINGER SELECTIVELY KILLS BREAST CANCER CELLS 
Source: Sayer Ji, October 1, 2012 
http://www.greenmedinfo.com/blog/research-ginger-selectively-kills-breast-cancer-cells  
 

New research published in the Journal of Biomedicine and Biotechnology found that "ginger may 
be a promising candidate for the treatment of breast carcinomas."[i]   

This is a timely finding, insofar as breast cancer awareness month is only days away, and one of the 
primary fund-raising justifications is the false concept that a low-cost, safe and effective breast cancer 
treatment is not yet available. Could ginger provide the type of cure that conventional, FDA-approved 
treatments have yet to accomplish? 

The new study was performed by researchers at the Biological Sciences Department, Faculty of 
Sciences, King Abdulaziz University, Saudi Arabia, who discovered that a crude extract derived from 
the medicinal plant ginger (Zingiber officinale) inhibited the proliferation of breast cancer cells, 
without significantly affecting the viability of non-tumor breast cells -- a highly promising property 
known as selective cytotoxicity, not found in conventional treatments. 

The researchers outline the serious problems with present breast cancer therapies thusly: 

Despite significant advances toward targeted therapy and screening techniques, breast cancer 
continues to be a chronic medical problem worldwide, being the most common type of cancer in 
women and the leading cause of death [1]. Typically, the treatment of breast cancer involves hormonal 
therapy with tamoxifen or other selective estrogen receptor (ER) modulators [2–4]. However, almost all 
patients with metastatic disease and approximately 40% of patients that receive tamoxifen experience 
relapse that ends by death [5]. In addition, the clinical utility of ER antagonists is often limited by side 
effects [2, 3, 6] and is largely ineffective against ER-negative breast cancer [2, 3]. Furthermore, despite 
the fact that many tumors initially respond to chemotherapy, breast cancer cells can subsequently 
survive and gain resistance to the treatment [7]. Thus, identification of novel agents that are relatively 
safe but can suppress growth of both ER-positive and ER-negative human breast cancers is highly 
desirable. 

They described their interest in investigating crude extracts of ginger in the following manner: 
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Despite knowledge about the potent anticancer activity of the ginger, the molecular mechanisms 
underlying this activity are not currently well known in breast cancer. Based on the previously 
mentioned reported scientific data and considering the fact that in some cases herbal extracts are 
showing more potency than the purified components [21, 22], the present study was undertaken to 
investigate the impacts of crude extracts of ginger on growth of breast cancer cell lines. 

They discovered that ginger was capable of positively modulating a surprisingly wide range of 
molecular mechanisms simultaneously, such as: 

• Induction of apoptosis (programmed cell death) 
• Upregulation of Bax (a pro-apoptosis gene) 
• Downregulation of Bcl-2 proteins (cancer-associated) 
• Downregulation of prosurvival genes NF-κB, Bcl-X, Mcl-1, and Survivin 
• Downregulation of cell cycle-regulating proteins, including cyclin D1 and cyclin-dependent 

kinase-4 (CDK-4). (cancer-associated) 
• Increased expression of CDK inhibitor, p21 (anti-cancer associated) 
• Inhibition of c-Myc, hTERT (cancer-associated) 

This is not the first study to confirm ginger's anti-breast cancer properties.[ii]  In fact, a ginger 
compound known as [6]-Gingerol has recently been shown to have anti-metastatic properties in 
breast cancer. [iii]  Nor is ginger's anti-cancer activity limited to breast cancer. Ginger and its 
constituents have been studied to inhibit the following cancers: 

• Colon and Rectal Cancer[iv] 
• Liver Cancer [v] [vi] [vii] 
• Lung Cancer [viii] [ix] 
• Melanoma [x] 
• Pancreatic Cancer [xi] [xii] 
• Prostate Cancer [xiii] [xiv] [xv] 
• Skin Cancer [xvi] 

Ginger is an archetypal example of a food-medicine – that is, something we ingest that both nourishes 
us, and helps alleviate pain and suffering. Today, it is consumed as a delicacy, spice and medicine by 
hundreds of cultures throughout the world.  Modern science now confirms that ginger has over 100 
distinct health benefits.[xvii] It's use stretches back thousands of years – something no existing FDA-
approved drug can lay claim to – and is believed to have originated in southern China, spreading to 
the Spice Islands and other regions of Asia, and eventually to West Africa, the Caribbean, finally to 
India, its largest producer.[xviii]  There is also recent evidence that ginger was traded in Greece, as far 
back as 3rd century BC.[xix] 

Notes 
 
[i] Ayman I Elkady, Osama A Abuzinadah, Nabih A Baeshen, Tarek R Rahmy. Differential Control of 
Growth, Apoptotic Activity, and Gene Expression in Human Breast Cancer Cells by Extracts 
Derived from Medicinal Herbs Zingiber officinale. J Biomed Biotechnol. 2012 ;2012:614356. Epub 
2012 Aug 26. PMID: 22969274 
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MASSIVE GINGER CLINICAL RESEARCH LISTINGS 
Sources: See below… 
 
 

Aroma-massage therapy with ginger and orange oil have potential as an alternative method for 
short-term knee pain relief. 

Click here to read the entire abstract 
Pubmed Data : Microbes Infect. 2006 May;8(6):1450-4. Epub 2006 Mar 29. PMID: 18534325 
Article Published Date : May 01, 2006 
Study Type : Human Study 
Additional Links  
Substances : Ginger : CK(310) : AC(89), Orange : CK(127) : AC(28) 
Diseases : Osteoarthritis: Knee : CK(357) : AC(38) 
Therapeutic Actions : Aromatherapy : CK(371) : AC(37), Massage/Therapeutic Touch : CK(710) : AC(72) 

 

Comparable efficacy of standardized Ayurveda formulation and hydroxychloroquine sulfate 
(HCQS) in the treatment of rheumatoid arthritis (RA). 
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Click here to read the entire abstract 
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Ginger (Zingiber officinale) reduces acute chemotherapy-induced nausea. 

Click here to read the entire abstract 
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Ginger and cinnamon intake have positive effects on inflammation and muscle soreness endued 
by exercise in Iranian female athletes. 

Click here to read the entire abstract 
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Ginger and Vitamin B6 are both effective in treating naseau and vomiting in pregnancy.  

Click here to read the entire abstract 
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Additional Links  
Substances : Ginger : CK(310) : AC(89), Vitamin B-6 : CK(412) : AC(48) 
Diseases : Naseau: Pregnancy-Associated : CK(21) : AC(3) 

 

Ginger compares favorably to the drug sumatriptan for migraine headaches, but with lower 
side effects.  

Click here to read the entire abstract 
Pubmed Data : Phytother Res. 2013 May 9. Epub 2013 May 9. PMID: 23657930#  
Article Published Date : May 08, 2013 
Study Type : Human Study 
Additional Links  
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Substances versus Drugs : CK(858) : AC(168) 

 

Ginger consumption enhances the thermic effect of food and promotes feelings of satiety 
without affecting metabolic and hormonal parameters in overweight men. 

Click here to read the entire abstract 
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Pharmacological Actions : Thermogenic : CK(47) : AC(8) 

 

Ginger extract reduces delayed gastric emptying and nosocomial pneumonia in adult 
respiratory distress syndrome patients hospitalized in an intensive care unit. 

Click here to read the entire abstract 
Pubmed Data : J Crit Care. 2010 Feb 9. Epub 2010 Feb 9. PMID: 20149584 
Article Published Date : Feb 09, 2010 
Study Type : Human Study 
Additional Links  
Substances : Ginger : CK(310) : AC(89) 
Diseases : Gastroparesis : CK(92) : AC(9), Pneumonia : CK(330) : AC(40), Respiratory Distress Syndrome : 
CK(11) : AC(2) 

 

Ginger has a beneficial effect on type 2 diabetics. 
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Click here to read the entire abstract 
Pubmed Data : Int J Food Sci Nutr. 2013 Mar 18. Epub 2013 Mar 18. PMID: 23496212  
Article Published Date : Mar 17, 2013 
Study Type : Human Study 
Additional Links  
Substances : Ginger : CK(310) : AC(89) 
Diseases : Diabetes Mellitus: Type 2 : CK(3507) : AC(341), Insulin Resistance : CK(1034) : AC(221) 
Pharmacological Actions : Insulin Sensitizers : CK(167) : AC(36) 

 

Ginger has a significant lipid lowering effect compared to placebo.  

Click here to read the entire abstract 
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Article Published Date : Sep 01, 2008 
Study Type : Human Study 
Additional Links  
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Hypercholesterolemia : CK(1517) : AC(165), Hyperlipidemia : CK(1221) : AC(109) 

 

Ginger has a therapeutic effect on motion sickness.  

Click here to read the entire abstract 
Pubmed Data : Nutr Cancer. 2007;58(1):60-5. PMID: 12576305 
Article Published Date : Jan 01, 2007 
Study Type : Human Study 
Additional Links  
Substances : Ginger : CK(310) : AC(89) 
Diseases : Motion Sickness : CK(10) : AC(1) 
Pharmacological Actions : Vasopressin Inhibitor : CK(12) : AC(2) 

 

Ginger has reduces symptoms of osteoarthritis of the knee.  

Click here to read the entire abstract 
Pubmed Data : Arthritis Rheum. 2001 Nov;44(11):2531-8. PMID: 11710709 
Article Published Date : Nov 01, 2001 
Study Type : Human Study 
Additional Links  
Substances : Ginger : CK(310) : AC(89) 
Diseases : Osteoarthritis: Knee : CK(357) : AC(38) 

 

Ginger is a potential cognitive enhancer for middle-aged women. 
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Click here to read the entire abstract 
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Ginger is an aldose reductase inhibitor which may have contribute to the protection against 
diabetic complications.  

Click here to read the entire abstract 
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Ginger is as effective as mefenamic acid and ibuprofen in relieving pain in women with primary 
dysmenorrrhea.  
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Ginger reduces chemotherapy-induced nausea.  

Click here to read the entire abstract 
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Ginger reduces the tendency to vomiting and cold sweating due to seasickness significantly 
better than placebo.  
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Ginger root powder is effective in reducing severity of acute and delayed chemotherapy-
induced nausea and vomiting as additional therapy to ondensetron and dexamethasone in 
patients receiving chemotherapy. 
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Ginger root reduces vertigo in human subjects.  
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Ginger stimulates gastric emptying in patients with functional dyspepsia.  

Click here to read the entire abstract 
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Ginger syrup may be effective as an antiemetic in early pregnancy. 
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Ginger-salt moxibustion is therapeutic for poststroke urinary disorders.  
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Lavender and ginger oil reduce distress levels in children before undergoing anesthesia.  
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Protein and ginger may have therapeutic value in the treatment of chemotherapy-induced 
delayed nausea. 
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Pharmacological Actions : Antiemetics : CK(40) : AC(4) 
 

Treatment of primary dysmenorrhea in students with ginger for 5 days had a statistically 
significant effect on relieving intensity and duration of pain. 
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Fresh ginger (Zingiber officinale) has anti-viral activity against human respiratory syncytial 
virus in human respiratory tract cell lines. 
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Zerumbone was able to induce apoptosis of pancreatic carcinoma cell lines  
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Additional Keywords : Zerumbone 
 

"6]-Gingerol isolated from ginger attenuates sodium arsenite induced oxidative stress and plays 
a corrective role in improving insulin signaling in mice." 
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"Ginger extract (Zingiber officinale) has anti-cancer and anti-inflammatory effects on ethionine-
induced hepatoma rats." 
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"Ginger ingredients inhibit the development of diethylnitrosoamine induced premalignant 
phenotype in rat chemical hepatocarcinogenesis model." 

Click here to read the entire abstract 
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6-Shogaol, a compound found within ginger, exerts a strong anti-inflammatory activity against 
urate crystal-induced inflammation in mice.  

Click here to read the entire abstract 
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A compound in ginger known as 6-Gingerol prevents cisplatin-induced acute renal failure in 
rats. 
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Ameliorative Potentials of Ginger (Z. officinale Roscoe) on Relative Organ Weights in 
Streptozotocin induced Diabetic Rats. 
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Anti-diabetic activity of Zingiber officinale in streptozotocin-induced type I diabetic rats. 
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Additional Links  
Substances : Ginger : CK(310) : AC(89) 
Diseases : Diabetes Mellitus: Type 1: Prevention : CK(197) : AC(30), Hypertension : CK(2783) : AC(271) 
Pharmacological Actions : Hypoglycemic Agents : CK(579) : AC(156), Insulin-releasing : CK(26) : 
AC(15) 
Additional Keywords : Phytotherapy : CK(357) : AC(58) 
Problem Substances : Insulin : CK(92) : AC(15) 

 

Dietary garlic and especially ginger have anti-diabetic effects.  

Click here to read the entire abstract 
Pubmed Data : J Med Food. 2008 Mar;11(1):152-9. PMID: 18361751 
Article Published Date : Mar 01, 2008 
Study Type : Animal Study 
Additional Links  
Substances : Garlic : CK(513) : AC(160), Ginger : CK(310) : AC(89) 
Diseases : Diabetes Mellitus: Type 2 : CK(3507) : AC(341) 
Pharmacological Actions : Insulin-releasing : CK(26) : AC(15) 
Additional Keywords : Insulinotrophic : CK(2) : AC(1) 

 

Dietary ginger and other spice compounds enhance fat digestion and absorption in high-fat fed 
situation through enhanced secretion of bile salts and a stimulation of the activity pancreatic 
lipase. 

Click here to read the entire abstract 
Pubmed Data : J Sci Food Agric. 2011 Sep 14. Epub 2011 Sep 14. PMID: 21918995  
Article Published Date : Sep 13, 2011 
Study Type : Animal Study 
Additional Links  
Substances : Capsaicin : CK(60) : AC(34), Ginger : CK(310) : AC(89), Piperine : CK(29) : AC(14) 
Diseases : Fat Malabsorption : CK(2) : AC(1), Indigestion: Fats : CK(2) : AC(1), Steatorrhea : CK(12) : AC(2) 
Pharmacological Actions : Enzyme Inhibitors: Pancreatic Lipase : CK(12) : AC(2) 

 

Dietary ginger has a protective effect on lindane-induced oxidative stress in rats. 

Click here to read the entire abstract 
Pubmed Data : Altern Med Rev. 2008 Mar;13(1):6-20. PMID: 18389491 
Article Published Date : Mar 01, 2008 
Study Type : Animal Study 
Additional Links  
Substances : Ginger : CK(310) : AC(89) 
Diseases : Oxidative Stress : CK(1975) : AC(710), Pesticide Toxicity : CK(147) : AC(45) 
Pharmacological Actions : Antioxidants : CK(3723) : AC(1318) 
Additional Keywords : Chemical: Lindane : CK(22) : AC(7), Plant Extracts : CK(3775) : AC(1248) 
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Dietary ginger has hypoglycaemic effect, enhances insulin synthesis in male rats and has high 
antioxidant activity.  

Click here to read the entire abstract 
Pubmed Data : Niger J Physiol Sci. 2011 ;26(1):89-96. Epub 2011 Nov 23. PMID: 22314994  
Article Published Date : Jan 01, 2011 
Study Type : Animal Study 
Additional Links  
Substances : Ginger : CK(310) : AC(89) 
Diseases : Diabetes Mellitus: Type 2 : CK(3507) : AC(341), Insulin Resistance : CK(1034) : AC(221), 
Oxidative Stress : CK(1975) : AC(710) 
Pharmacological Actions : Antioxidants : CK(3723) : AC(1318), Hypoglycemic Agents : CK(579) : 
AC(156), Insulin Sensitizers : CK(167) : AC(36), Malonaldehyde (MDA) Down-Regulation : CK(20) : AC(6) 

 

Dietary spices have a beneficial effect on intestinal villi by increasing the absorptive surface of 
the small intestine, providing for an increased bioavailability of micronutrients. 

Click here to read the entire abstract 
Pubmed Data : Br J Nutr. 2010 Feb 24:1-9. Epub 2010 Feb 24. PMID: 20178671 
Article Published Date : Feb 24, 2010 
Study Type : Animal Study 
Additional Links  
Substances : Black Pepper : CK(88) : AC(35), Capsaicin : CK(60) : AC(34), Ginger : CK(310) : AC(89), 
Piperine : CK(29) : AC(14), Red Pepper : CK(4) : AC(2) 
Diseases : Malabsorption Syndrome : CK(34) : AC(11), Microvilli atrophy : CK(4) : AC(1) 
Additional Keywords : Nutrient Absorption : CK(4) : AC(2) 

 

Ginger (intravenous) exhibits antiparasitic activity against Dirofilaria immitis (heartworm). 

Click here to read the entire abstract 
Pubmed Data : J Helminthol. 1987 Sep;61(3):268-70. PMID: 3668217 
Article Published Date : Sep 01, 1987 
Study Type : Animal Study 
Additional Links  
Substances : Ginger : CK(310) : AC(89) 
Diseases : Dog Diseases : CK(3) : AC(2), Pets: Heartworm : CK(3) : AC(2) 
Pharmacological Actions : Antiparasitic Agents : CK(26) : AC(15) 
Additional Keywords : Plant Extracts : CK(3775) : AC(1248) 

 

Ginger (Zingiber officinale Roscoe) elicits antinociceptive properties and potentiates morphine-
induced analgesia in the rat radiant heat tail-flick test. 
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Click here to read the entire abstract 
Pubmed Data : J Med Food. 2010 Dec ;13(6):1397-401. PMID: 21091253  
Article Published Date : Nov 30, 2010 
Study Type : Animal Study 
Additional Links  
Substances : Ginger : CK(310) : AC(89) 
Diseases : Morphine Tolerance/Dependence : CK(104) : AC(17), Pain : CK(616) : AC(91) 
Pharmacological Actions : Analgesics : CK(427) : AC(86) 
Additional Keywords : Drug Synergy : CK(327) : AC(147), Phytotherapy : CK(357) : AC(58), Plant 
Extracts : CK(3775) : AC(1248) 

 

Ginger (Zingiber officinale) prevents ethionine induced rat hepatocarcinogenesis. 

Click here to read the entire abstract 
Pubmed Data : Afr J Tradit Complement Altern Med. 2008 ;6(1):87-93. Epub 2008 Oct 25. PMID: 
20162046  
Article Published Date : Jan 01, 2008 
Study Type : Animal Study 
Additional Links  
Substances : Ginger : CK(310) : AC(89) 
Diseases : Liver Cancer: Prevention : CK(109) : AC(21) 
Pharmacological Actions : Chemopreventive : CK(1528) : AC(382) 

 

Ginger and arabic gum may have therapeutic value in acute and chronic kidney failure.  

Click here to read the entire abstract 
Pubmed Data : Ren Fail. 2012 ;34(1):73-82. Epub 2011 Oct 21. PMID: 22017619  
Article Published Date : Jan 01, 2012 
Study Type : Animal Study 
Additional Links  
Substances : Arabic gum : CK(14) : AC(3), Ginger : CK(310) : AC(89) 
Diseases : Kidney Failure : CK(668) : AC(41), Kidney Failure: Acute : CK(51) : AC(11), Kidney Failure: 
Chronic : CK(134) : AC(19) 
Pharmacological Actions : Renoprotective : CK(191) : AC(90) 

 

Ginger contains compounds with significant joint-protective effects in experimental 
rheumatoid arthritis.  

Click here to read the entire abstract 
Pubmed Data : J Nat Prod. 2009 Feb 13. PMID: 19216559 
Article Published Date : Feb 13, 2009 
Study Type : Animal Study 
Additional Links  
Substances : Ginger : CK(310) : AC(89) 
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Diseases : Arthritis: Rheumatoid : CK(289) : AC(54) 
 

Ginger contains the compound zerumbone, which inhibits colon and lung carcinogenesis in 
mice. 

Click here to read the entire abstract 
Pubmed Data : Int J Cancer. 2009 Jan 15;124(2):264-71. PMID: 19003968 
Article Published Date : Jan 15, 2009 
Study Type : Animal Study 
Additional Links  
Substances : Ginger : CK(310) : AC(89) 
Diseases : Colon Cancer : CK(895) : AC(233), Lung Cancer : CK(496) : AC(198) 
Pharmacological Actions : Anticarcinogenic Agents : CK(521) : AC(275), NF-kappaB Inhibitor : CK(595) 
: AC(401) 

 

Ginger exhibits behavioral radioprotection against radiation-induced taste aversion.  

Click here to read the entire abstract 
Pubmed Data : Pharmacol Biochem Behav. 2006 Jun;84(2):179-88. Epub 2006 Jun 21. PMID: 16797061 
Article Published Date : Jun 01, 2006 
Study Type : Animal Study 
Additional Links  
Substances : Ginger : CK(310) : AC(89) 
Diseases : Radiation Induced Illness : CK(1018) : AC(249) 
Pharmacological Actions : Antioxidants : CK(3723) : AC(1318), Radioprotective : CK(458) : AC(183) 
Additional Keywords : Plant Extracts : CK(3775) : AC(1248) 

 

Ginger extract ameliorates paraben induced biochemical changes in liver and kidney of mice. 

Click here to read the entire abstract 
Pubmed Data : Acta Pol Pharm. 2007 May-Jun;64(3):217-20. PMID: 17695143 
Article Published Date : May 01, 2007 
Study Type : Animal Study 
Additional Links  
Substances : Ginger : CK(310) : AC(89) 
Diseases : Parabens-Associated Toxicity : CK(16) : AC(5) 
Additional Keywords : Plant Extracts : CK(3775) : AC(1248) 

 

Ginger extract has an ameliorative effect on paraben-induced lipid peroxidation in the liver of 
mice. 

Click here to read the entire abstract 
Pubmed Data : Acta Pol Pharm. 2009 May-Jun;66(3):225-8. PMID: 19645321 
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Article Published Date : May 01, 2009 
Study Type : Animal Study 
Additional Links  
Substances : Ginger : CK(310) : AC(89) 
Diseases : Parabens-Associated Toxicity : CK(16) : AC(5) 
Pharmacological Actions : Antioxidants : CK(3723) : AC(1318) 
Additional Keywords : Plant Extracts : CK(3775) : AC(1248) 

 

Ginger extract is superior to the NSAID drug indomethacin in a rat model of rheumatoid 
arthritis.  

Click here to read the entire abstract 
Pubmed Data : Basic Clin Pharmacol Toxicol. 2009 Mar;104(3):262-71. Epub 2009 Jan 20. PMID: 
19175367 
Article Published Date : Mar 01, 2009 
Study Type : Animal Study 
Additional Links  
Substances : Ginger : CK(310) : AC(89) 
Diseases : Arthritis: Rheumatoid : CK(289) : AC(54) 
Additional Keywords : Food as Medicine : CK(18) : AC(6), Superiority of Natural Substances versus 
Drugs : CK(858) : AC(168) 

 

Ginger extract markedly decreases Blood Urea Nitrogen (BUN) in a mouse model of uremia.  

Click here to read the entire abstract 
Pubmed Data : Pak J Biol Sci. 2007 Sep 1;10(17):2968-71. PMID: 19090210 
Article Published Date : Sep 01, 2007 
Study Type : Animal Study 
Additional Links  
Substances : Ginger : CK(310) : AC(89) 
Diseases : Uremia : CK(376) : AC(20) 
 
 

Ginger has a beneficial effect on fructose induced hyperlipidemia an dhyperinsulinemia in rats.  

Click here to read the entire abstract 
Pubmed Data : Indian J Exp Biol. 2005 Dec;43(12):1161-4. PMID: 16359128 
Article Published Date : Dec 01, 2005 
Study Type : Animal Study 
Additional Links  
Substances : Ginger : CK(310) : AC(89) 
Diseases : Fructose-Induced Toxicity : CK(138) : AC(49), Hyperinsulinism : CK(1311) : AC(41), 
Hyperlipidemia : CK(1221) : AC(109), Metabolic Syndrome X : CK(645) : AC(122) 
Additional Keywords : Plant Extracts : CK(3775) : AC(1248) 
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Ginger has a beneficial effect on insulin resistance associated with fructose consumption.  

Click here to read the entire abstract 
Pubmed Data : Planta Med. 2012 Jan 10. Epub 2012 Jan 10. PMID: 22234408  
Article Published Date : Jan 10, 2012 
Study Type : Animal Study 
Additional Links  
Substances : Ginger : CK(310) : AC(89) 
Diseases : Insulin Resistance : CK(1034) : AC(221) 
Pharmacological Actions : Insulin Sensitizers : CK(167) : AC(36) 
Problem Substances : Fructose : CK(356) : AC(103) 

 

Ginger has a gastroprotective effect through its acid blocking and anti-Helico bacter pylori 
activity.  

Click here to read the entire abstract 
Pubmed Data : Evid Based Complement Alternat Med. 2009 Jul 1. PMID: 19570992 
Article Published Date : Jul 01, 2009 
Study Type : Animal Study 
Additional Links  
Substances : Ginger : CK(310) : AC(89) 
Diseases : Acid Reflux : CK(288) : AC(42), Gastroesophageal Reflux : CK(278) : AC(41), Helicobacter 
Pylori Infection : CK(305) : AC(61) 
Pharmacological Actions : Anti-Bacterial Agents : CK(970) : AC(316), Proton Pump Inhibitor : CK(36) : 
AC(13) 
Additional Keywords : Natural Substances Versus Drugs : CK(988) : AC(165), Prevacid (Lansoprazole) 
Alternatives : CK(6) : AC(3) 

 

Ginger has a neuroprotective effect in diabetic rats. 

Click here to read the entire abstract 
Pubmed Data : Food Chem Toxicol. 2010 Dec 22. Epub 2010 Dec 22. PMID: 21184796 
Article Published Date : Dec 22, 2010 
Study Type : Animal Study 
Additional Links  
Substances : Ginger : CK(310) : AC(89) 
Diseases : Diabetes: Cognitive Dysfunction : CK(35) : AC(12) 
Pharmacological Actions : Neuroprotective Agents : CK(980) : AC(480) 

 

Ginger has a protective effect against dyslipidemia in diabetic rats.  
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Click here to read the entire abstract 
Pubmed Data : J Ethnopharmacol. 2005 Feb 28;97(2):227-30. PMID: 15707757 
Article Published Date : Feb 28, 2005 
Study Type : Animal Study 
Additional Links  
Substances : Ginger : CK(310) : AC(89) 
Diseases : Cholesterol: LDL/HDL ratio : CK(432) : AC(58), Diabetes: Cardiovascular Illness : CK(666) : 
AC(104), Hyperlipidemia : CK(1221) : AC(109) 
Pharmacological Actions : Hypolipidemic : CK(370) : AC(80) 
Additional Keywords : Plant Extracts : CK(3775) : AC(1248) 

 

Ginger has a protective effect against kidney damage associated with diabetes. 

Click here to read the entire abstract 
Pubmed Data : Chin J Physiol. 2011 Apr 30 ;54(2):79-86. PMID: 21789888 
Article Published Date : Apr 30, 2011 
Study Type : Animal Study 
Additional Links  
Substances : Ginger : CK(310) : AC(89) 
Diseases : Diabetes: Kidney Function : CK(75) : AC(22), Kidney Damage : CK(120) : AC(42) 
Pharmacological Actions : Renoprotective : CK(191) : AC(90) 
Additional Keywords : Plant Extracts : CK(3775) : AC(1248) 

 

Ginger has a protective effect against the development of metabolic syndrome in high-fat diet-
fed rats. 

Click here to read the entire abstract 
Pubmed Data : Basic Clin Pharmacol Toxicol. 2009 May;104(5):366-73. PMID: 19413656 
Article Published Date : May 01, 2009 
Study Type : Animal Study 
Additional Links  
Substances : Ginger : CK(310) : AC(89) 
Diseases : Metabolic Syndrome X : CK(645) : AC(122) 
Additional Keywords : Plant Extracts : CK(3775) : AC(1248) 

 

Ginger has anti-diabetic and lipid lowering properties in an animal model of type 1 diabetes.  

Click here to read the entire abstract 
Pubmed Data : Br J Nutr. 2006 Oct;96(4):660-6. PMID: 17010224 
Article Published Date : Oct 01, 2006 
Study Type : Animal Study 
Additional Links  
Substances : Ginger : CK(310) : AC(89) 
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Diseases : Diabetes: Cardiovascular Illness : CK(666) : AC(104), Diabetes Mellitus: Type 1 : CK(1107) : 
AC(218) 
Pharmacological Actions : Hypoglycemic Agents : CK(579) : AC(156) 
Additional Keywords : Plant Extracts : CK(3775) : AC(1248) 

 

Ginger has anti-obesogenic properties.  

Click here to read the entire abstract 
Pubmed Data : Mol Nutr Food Res. 2011 Sep ;55 Suppl 2:S203-13. Epub 2011 Aug 30. PMID: 21954187  
Article Published Date : Sep 01, 2011 
Study Type : Animal Study 
Additional Links  
Substances : Ginger : CK(310) : AC(89) 
Diseases : Obesity : CK(1869) : AC(275) 

 

Ginger has antischistosomal activity effect against Schistosoma mansoni harbored in mice. 

Click here to read the entire abstract 
Pubmed Data : Zhongguo Zhen Jiu. 2009 Mar;29(3):247-51. PMID: 21327992 
Article Published Date : Mar 01, 2009 
Study Type : Animal Study 
Additional Links  
Substances : Ginger : CK(310) : AC(89) 
Diseases : Schistosomiasis : CK(10) : AC(6) 

 

Ginger has significant anti-breast cancer properties. 

Click here to read the entire abstract 
Article Publish Status : This is a free article. Click here to read the complete article. 
Pubmed Data : J Biomed Biotechnol. 2012 ;2012:614356. Epub 2012 Aug 26. PMID: 22969274  
Article Published Date : Dec 31, 2011 
Study Type : Insect Study 
Additional Links  
Substances : Ginger : CK(310) : AC(89) 
Diseases : Breast Cancer : CK(2372) : AC(660) 
Pharmacological Actions : Apoptotic : CK(1539) : AC(1155), Bax/Bcl2 Ratio: Decrease : CK(6) : AC(3), 
Bcl-2 protein down-regulation : CK(49) : AC(38) 

 

Ginger inhibits micoglial cell activiation associated with brain inflammation.  

Click here to read the entire abstract 
Pubmed Data : Food Chem Toxicol. 2009 Jun;47(6):1190-7. Epub 2009 Feb 20. PMID: 19233241 
Article Published Date : Jun 01, 2009 
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Study Type : Animal Study 
Additional Links  
Substances : Ginger : CK(310) : AC(89) 
Diseases : Brain: Microglial Activation : CK(67) : AC(38), Brain Inflammation : CK(79) : AC(35), 
Inflammation : CK(1077) : AC(363), Lipopolysaccharide-Induced Toxicity : CK(227) : AC(128), 
Neurodegenerative Diseases : CK(1907) : AC(420) 
Pharmacological Actions : Cyclooxygenase 2 Inhibitors : CK(269) : AC(169), NF-kappaB Inhibitor : 
CK(595) : AC(401), Nitric Oxide Inhibitor : CK(108) : AC(57), Prostaglandin Antagonists : CK(27) : AC(13) 

 

Ginger lowers blood pressure through blockade of voltage-dependent calcium channels. 

Click here to read the entire abstract 
Pubmed Data : J Cardiovasc Pharmacol. 2005 Jan;45(1):74-80. PMID: 15613983 
Article Published Date : Jan 01, 2005 
Study Type : Animal Study 
Additional Links  
Substances : Ginger : CK(310) : AC(89) 
Diseases : Hypertension : CK(2783) : AC(271) 
Pharmacological Actions : Antihypertensive Agents : CK(196) : AC(38), Calcium Channel Blockers : 
CK(86) : AC(21) 
Additional Keywords : Plant Extracts : CK(3775) : AC(1248) 

 

Ginger mitigates damage and improves memory impairment in focal cerebral ischemia. 

Click here to read the entire abstract 
Pubmed Data : Evid Based Complement Alternat Med. 2011;2011:429505. Epub 2010 Dec 20. PMID: 
21197427 
Article Published Date : Jan 01, 2011 
Study Type : Animal Study 
Additional Links  
Substances : Ginger : CK(310) : AC(89) 
Diseases : Brain Damage : CK(89) : AC(41), Cerebral Ischemia : CK(263) : AC(50), Memory Disorders : 
CK(221) : AC(67) 
Pharmacological Actions : Neuroprotective Agents : CK(980) : AC(480) 

 

Ginger protects against acetaminophen-induced acute liver injury by enhancing liver 
antioxidant status.  

Click here to read the entire abstract 
Pubmed Data : Food Chem Toxicol. 2007 Nov;45(11):2267-72. Epub 2007 Jun 9. PMID: 17637489 
Article Published Date : Nov 01, 2007 
Study Type : Animal Study 
Additional Links  
Substances : Ginger : CK(310) : AC(89) 
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Diseases : Acetaminophen (Tylenol) Toxicity : CK(100) : AC(26) 
Pharmacological Actions : Hepatoprotective : CK(580) : AC(281) 

 

Ginger protects against bromobenzene-induced liver toxicity in male rats.  

Click here to read the entire abstract 
Pubmed Data : Food Chem Toxicol. 2009 Jul;47(7):1584-90. Epub 2009 Apr 23. PMID: 19371770 
Article Published Date : Jul 01, 2009 
Study Type : Animal Study 
Additional Links  
Substances : Ginger : CK(310) : AC(89) 
Diseases : Bromobenzene Toxicity : CK(2) : AC(1) 
Pharmacological Actions : Hepatoprotective : CK(580) : AC(281) 

 

Ginger protects against dichlorvos and lindane induced oxidative stress in rat brain.  

Click here to read the entire abstract 
Pubmed Data : Pharmacognosy Res. 2012 Jan ;4(1):27-32. PMID: 22224058  
Article Published Date : Jan 01, 2012 
Study Type : Animal Study 
Additional Links  
Substances : Ginger : CK(310) : AC(89) 
Diseases : Brain Damage : CK(89) : AC(41) 
Pharmacological Actions : Glutathione Upregulation : CK(144) : AC(48), Neuroprotective Agents : 
CK(980) : AC(480), Superoxide Dismutase Up-regulation : CK(131) : AC(42) 
Problem Substances : Dichlorvos : CK(4) : AC(2), Lindane : CK(2) : AC(1) 

 

Ginger protects against doxorubicin-induced acute kidney injury.  

Click here to read the entire abstract 
Pubmed Data : Food Chem Toxicol. 2008 Sep;46(9):3178-81. Epub 2008 Jul 17. PMID: 18680783 
Article Published Date : Sep 01, 2008 
Study Type : Animal Study 
Additional Links  
Substances : Ginger : CK(310) : AC(89) 
Diseases : Chemotherapy-Induced Toxicity: Doxorubicin : CK(59) : AC(25) 

 

Ginger protects against liver fibrosis. 

Click here to read the entire abstract 
Pubmed Data : Nutr Metab (Lond). 2011 ;8:40. Epub 2011 Jun 20. PMID: 21689445 
Article Published Date : Jan 01, 2011 
Study Type : Animal Study 
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Additional Links  
Substances : Ginger : CK(310) : AC(89) 
Diseases : ALT: Elevated : CK(60) : AC(10), AST: Elevated : CK(26) : AC(4), Liver Fibrosis : CK(341) : AC(74) 
Pharmacological Actions : Glutathione Upregulation : CK(144) : AC(48), Malonaldehyde (MDA) Down-
Regulation : CK(20) : AC(6), Renoprotective : CK(191) : AC(90), Superoxide Dismutase Up-regulation : 
CK(131) : AC(42) 

 

Ginger protects against prostate cancer. 

Click here to read the entire abstract 
Pubmed Data : Mol Nutr Food Res. 2007 Dec;51(12):1492-502. PMID: 18030663 
Article Published Date : Dec 01, 2007 
Study Type : Animal Study 
Additional Links  
Substances : Ginger : CK(310) : AC(89) 
Diseases : Prostate Cancer : CK(998) : AC(288) 

 

Ginger protects against reproductive toxicity of aluminium chloride in rats. 

Click here to read the entire abstract 
Pubmed Data : Reprod Domest Anim. 2011 Jul 26. Epub 2011 Jul 26. PMID: 21790801 
Article Published Date : Jul 26, 2011 
Study Type : Animal Study 
Additional Links  
Substances : Ginger : CK(310) : AC(89) 
Diseases : Aluminum Toxicity : CK(107) : AC(36) 

 

Ginger protects mice against radiation-induced lethality. 

Click here to read the entire abstract 
Pubmed Data : Cancer Biother Radiopharm. 2004 Aug;19(4):422-35. PMID: 15453957 
Article Published Date : Aug 01, 2004 
Study Type : Animal Study 
Additional Links  
Substances : Ginger : CK(310) : AC(89) 
Diseases : Oxidative Stress : CK(1975) : AC(710), Radiation Induced Illness : CK(1018) : AC(249) 
Pharmacological Actions : Antioxidants : CK(3723) : AC(1318), Radioprotective : CK(458) : AC(183) 
Additional Keywords : Plant Extracts : CK(3775) : AC(1248) 

 

Ginger root extract has a neuroprotective effect against monosodium glutamate-induced 
toxicity in male rats.  
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Click here to read the entire abstract 
Pubmed Data : Pak J Biol Sci. 2009 Feb 1;12(3):201-12. PMID: 19579948 
Article Published Date : Feb 01, 2009 
Study Type : Animal Study 
Additional Links  
Substances : Ginger : CK(310) : AC(89) 
Diseases : Excitotoxicity : CK(56) : AC(33) 
Pharmacological Actions : Neuroprotective Agents : CK(980) : AC(480) 

 

The traditional Japanese herbal formula Saiko-Keishi-To controls pain in trigeminal neuralgia in 
rats.  

Click here to read the entire abstract 
Pubmed Data : Masui. 2001 May;50(5):486-90. PMID: 11424461 
Article Published Date : May 01, 2001 
Study Type : Animal Study 
Additional Links  
Substances : Bupleurum : CK(6) : AC(3), Chinese Skullcap : CK(97) : AC(57), Cinnamon : CK(146) : AC(63), 
Ginger : CK(310) : AC(89), Japanese Herbal Formula: Sho-saiko-to : CK(2) : AC(1), Jujube : CK(12) : AC(2), 
Licorice : CK(257) : AC(81), Peony : CK(54) : AC(12), Pinellia : CK(2) : AC(1) 
Diseases : Trigeminal Neuralgia : CK(140) : AC(18) 
Pharmacological Actions : Analgesics : CK(427) : AC(86) 

 

Treatment with ginger ameliorates fructose-induced Fatty liver and hypertriglyceridemia in 
rats. 

Click here to read the entire abstract 
Pubmed Data : Evid Based Complement Alternat Med. 2012 ;2012:570948. Epub 2012 Nov 6. PMID: 
23193424  
Article Published Date : Dec 31, 2011 
Study Type : Animal Study 
Additional Links  
Substances : Ginger : CK(310) : AC(89) 
Diseases : Fructose-Induced Toxicity : CK(138) : AC(49), Liver Stress: Fructose-Induced : CK(19) : AC(10) 
Problem Substances : Fructose : CK(356) : AC(103) 
 
 

Various extracts of ginger inhibit Cytomegalovirus, HSV-1, and HIV virus.  

Click here to read the entire abstract 
Pubmed Data : Pharmazie. 2006 Aug;61(8):717-21. PMID: 16964717 
Article Published Date : Aug 01, 2006 
Study Type : Animal Study 
Additional Links  
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Substances : Ginger : CK(310) : AC(89) 
Diseases : Cytomegalovirus Infections : CK(85) : AC(33), HIV Infections : CK(577) : AC(184), HSV-1 : 
CK(53) : AC(48) 
Pharmacological Actions : Antiviral Agents : CK(625) : AC(293) 
Additional Keywords : Plant Extracts : CK(3765) : AC(1247) 

 

Whole ginger extract reduces prostate tumor size by 56% in mice.  

Click here to read the entire abstract 
Pubmed Data : Br J Nutr. 2011 Aug 18:1-12. Epub 2011 Aug 18. PMID: 21849094 
Article Published Date : Aug 18, 2011 
Study Type : Transgenic Animal Study 
Additional Links  
Substances : Ginger : CK(310) : AC(89) 
Diseases : Prostate Cancer : CK(998) : AC(288) 
Pharmacological Actions : Apoptotic : CK(1535) : AC(1155), Cell cycle arrest : CK(390) : AC(319) 

 

Zingiber officinale (Ginger) alone and in combination with vitamin E partially ameliorated 
cisplatin-induced nephrotoxicity. 

Click here to read the entire abstract 
Pubmed Data : Food Chem Toxicol. 2007 Jun;45(6):921-7. Epub 2006 Nov 29. PMID: 17210214 
Article Published Date : Jun 01, 2007 
Study Type : Animal Study 
Additional Links  
Substances : Ginger : CK(310) : AC(89), Vitamin E : CK(1285) : AC(221) 
Diseases : Chemotherapy-Induced Toxicity: Cisplatin : CK(172) : AC(66) 
Additional Keywords : Antineoplastic Agents : CK(69) : AC(28), Plant Extracts : CK(3765) : AC(1247) 

 

6-Dehydrogingerdione, an active constituent of dietary ginger, induces cell cycle arrest and 
programmed cell death in human breast cancer cells.  

Click here to read the entire abstract 
Pubmed Data : Mol Nutr Food Res. 2010 Feb 19. Epub 2010 Feb 19. PMID: 20175081 
Article Published Date : Feb 19, 2010 
Study Type : In Vitro Study 
Additional Links  
Substances : Ginger : CK(310) : AC(89) 
Diseases : Breast Cancer : CK(2372) : AC(660) 
Pharmacological Actions : Antiproliferative : CK(1058) : AC(775), Apoptotic : CK(1535) : AC(1155) 

 

6-Gingerol, a compound found within ginger, inhibits inflammation.  
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Click here to read the entire abstract 
Pubmed Data : Biochem Biophys Res Commun. 2009 Apr 24;382(1):134-9. Epub 2009 Mar 4. PMID: 
19268427 
Article Published Date : Apr 24, 2009 
Study Type : In Vitro Study 
Additional Links  
Substances : Ginger : CK(310) : AC(89) 
Diseases : Inflammation : CK(1077) : AC(363) 
Pharmacological Actions : Anti-Inflammatory Agents : CK(1230) : AC(433), Tumor Necrosis Factor 
(TNF) Alpha Inhibitor : CK(971) : AC(348) 

 

A compound found within ginger inhibits melanoma cells. 

Click here to read the entire abstract 
Pubmed Data : Biosci Biotechnol Biochem. 2011 ;75(6):1067-72. Epub 2011 Jun 13. PMID: 21670536 
Article Published Date : Jan 01, 2011 
Study Type : In Vitro Study 
Additional Links  
Substances : Ginger : CK(310) : AC(89) 
Diseases : Melanoma : CK(171) : AC(87) 

 

A compound from ginger, 6]-gingerol, may be an effective agent in the treatment of skin cancer. 

Click here to read the entire abstract 
Pubmed Data : Chem Biol Interact. 2009 Sep 14;181(1):77-84. Epub 2009 May 27. PMID: 19481070 
Article Published Date : Sep 14, 2009 
Study Type : In Vitro Study 
Additional Links  
Substances : Catechols : CK(14) : AC(12), Ginger : CK(310) : AC(89) 
Diseases : Skin Cancer: Squamous Cell : CK(52) : AC(16) 
Pharmacological Actions : Antiproliferative : CK(1058) : AC(775), Apoptotic : CK(1535) : AC(1155), Cell 
cycle arrest : CK(390) : AC(319) 

 

A water extract of ginger amelioriates paraben induced cytotoxicity.  

Click here to read the entire abstract 
Pubmed Data : Acta Pol Pharm. 2006 Mar-Apr;63(2):117-9. PMID: 17514874 
Article Published Date : Mar 01, 2006 
Study Type : In Vitro Study 
Additional Links  
Substances : Ginger : CK(310) : AC(89) 
Diseases : Parabens-Associated Toxicity : CK(16) : AC(5) 
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Andrographis, Tinospora and especially Zingiber officinale (ginger) have anti-parasitic activity 
against canine dirofilariasis (heartworm). 

Click here to read the entire abstract 
Pubmed Data : Res Vet Sci. 2010 Feb;88(1):142-7. Epub 2009 Jun 4. PMID: 19500810 
Article Published Date : Feb 01, 2010 
Study Type : In Vitro Study 
Additional Links  
Substances : Ginger : CK(310) : AC(89) 
Diseases : Dog Diseases : CK(3) : AC(2), Pets: Heartworm : CK(3) : AC(2) 
Pharmacological Actions : Antiparasitic Agents : CK(26) : AC(15) 
Additional Keywords : Plant Extracts : CK(3765) : AC(1247) 

 

Antibacterial effect of Allium sativum cloves and Zingiber officinale rhizomes against multiple-
drug resistant clinical pathogens. 

Click here to read the entire abstract 
Article Publish Status : This is a free article. Click here to read the complete article. 
Pubmed Data : Asian Pac J Trop Biomed. 2012 Aug ;2(8):597-601. PMID: 23569978  
Article Published Date : Jul 31, 2012 
Study Type : Bacterial 
Additional Links  
Substances : Garlic : CK(513) : AC(160), Ginger : CK(310) : AC(89) 
Diseases : Bacterial Infections: Resistance/Biofilm Formation : CK(221) : AC(70), Infection: Antibiotic 
Resistant : CK(303) : AC(88) 

 

Aqueous extracts of onion, garlic and ginger inhibit platelet aggregation and may be useful as 
natural antithrombotic agents.  

Click here to read the entire abstract 
Pubmed Data : Biomed Biochim Acta. 1984;43(8-9):S335-46. PMID: 6440548 
Article Published Date : Jan 01, 1984 
Study Type : In Vitro Study 
Additional Links  
Substances : Garlic : CK(513) : AC(160), Ginger : CK(310) : AC(89), Onion : CK(452) : AC(42) 
Diseases : Thrombosis : CK(657) : AC(74) 
Pharmacological Actions : Anti-Platelet : CK(117) : AC(31), Anti-thrombotic : CK(44) : AC(21) 
Additional Keywords : Plant Extracts : CK(3765) : AC(1247) 

 

Curcumin, Resveratrol and Gingerol decrease prostate inflammation 

Click here to read the entire abstract 
Pubmed Data : Carcinogenesis. 2007 Jun;28(6):1188-96. Epub 2006 Dec 6. PMID: 17151092  
Article Published Date : Jun 01, 2007 
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Study Type : In Vitro Study 
Additional Links  
Substances : Curcumin : CK(2985) : AC(1482), Ginger : CK(310) : AC(89), Resveratrol : CK(977) : AC(590) 
Diseases : Prostate Cancer : CK(998) : AC(288) 
Pharmacological Actions : Tumor Necrosis Factor (TNF) Alpha Inhibitor : CK(971) : AC(348) 

 

Ginger and bitter kola exhibit antibacterial effects on respiratory tract pathogens. 

Click here to read the entire abstract 
Pubmed Data : East Afr Med J. 2002 Nov;79(11):588-92. PMID: 12630492 
Article Published Date : Nov 01, 2002 
Study Type : In Vitro Study 
Additional Links  
Substances : Garcinia kola : CK(13) : AC(3), Ginger : CK(310) : AC(89) 
Diseases : Haemophilus influenzae : CK(54) : AC(9), Staphylococcus aureus infection : CK(54) : AC(38), 
Streptococcus pyogenes : CK(18) : AC(16), Upper Respiratory Infections : CK(972) : AC(92) 
Pharmacological Actions : Anti-Bacterial Agents : CK(970) : AC(316) 
Additional Keywords : Plant Extracts : CK(3765) : AC(1247) 

 

Ginger contains compounds which inhibit rhinoviral activity.  

Click here to read the entire abstract 
Pubmed Data : Brain Res. 2004 Sep 10;1020(1-2):1-11. PMID: 8064299 
Article Published Date : Sep 10, 2004 
Study Type : In Vitro Study 
Additional Links  
Substances : Ginger : CK(310) : AC(89) 
Diseases : Rhinovirus Infection : CK(37) : AC(18) 
Pharmacological Actions : Antiviral Agents : CK(625) : AC(293) 

 

Ginger contains the compound zerumbone, which may have chemopreventive activity through 
activating phase II drug metabolizing enzymes.  

Click here to read the entire abstract 
Pubmed Data : FEBS Lett. 2004 Aug 13;572(1-3):245-50. PMID: 15304356 
Article Published Date : Aug 13, 2004 
Study Type : In Vitro Study 
Additional Links  
Substances : Ginger : CK(310) : AC(89) 
Diseases : Cancers: All : CK(9062) : AC(2869) 
Pharmacological Actions : Anticarcinogenic Agents : CK(521) : AC(275), Antioxidants : CK(3723) : 
AC(1318), Phase II Detoxification Enzyme Inducer : CK(64) : AC(32) 
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Ginger exhibits anti-lung cancer properties. 

Click here to read the entire abstract 
Pubmed Data : J Med Food. 2010 Dec;13(6):1347-54. PMID: 21091248 
Article Published Date : Dec 01, 2010 
Study Type : In Vitro Study 
Additional Links  
Substances : Catechols : CK(14) : AC(12), Ginger : CK(310) : AC(89) 
Diseases : Lung Cancer : CK(496) : AC(198) 
Pharmacological Actions : Antiproliferative : CK(1058) : AC(775), Telomerase Inhibitor : CK(41) : AC(22) 
Additional Keywords : Plant Extracts : CK(3765) : AC(1247) 

 

Ginger has broad anti-inflammatory actions. 

Click here to read the entire abstract 
Pubmed Data : J Med Food. 2005 Summer;8(2):125-32. PMID: 16117603 
Article Published Date : Jun 01, 2005 
Study Type : Review 
Additional Links  
Substances : Ginger : CK(310) : AC(89) 
Diseases : Inflammation : CK(1077) : AC(363) 

 

Ginger has potential efficacy for nonalcoholic fatty liver disease. 

Click here to read the entire abstract 
Pubmed Data : Oral Surg Oral Med Oral Pathol Oral Radiol Endod. 2009 Sep;108(3):394-8. PMID: 
21246004 
Article Published Date : Sep 01, 2009 
Study Type : Review 
Additional Links  
Substances : Ginger : CK(310) : AC(89) 
Diseases : Fatty Liver : CK(493) : AC(122) 

 

Ginger has therapeutic properties relevant to cancer treatment.  

Click here to read the entire abstract 
Pubmed Data : J BUON. 2011 Jul-Sep;16(3):414-24. PMID: 22006742  
Article Published Date : Jul 01, 2011 
Study Type : Review 
Additional Links  
Substances : Ginger : CK(310) : AC(89) 
Diseases : Cancers: All : CK(9062) : AC(2869), Cancers: Drug Resistant : CK(225) : AC(147) 
Pharmacological Actions : Anticarcinogenic Agents : CK(521) : AC(275), Chemosensitizer : CK(197) : 
AC(159), Radioprotective : CK(458) : AC(183) 
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Ginger is superior to lansoprazole at blocking ulcer formation. 

Click here to read the entire abstract 
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Ginger is useful in gastrointestinal disorders due to its spasmolytic activity. 
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Ginger may nave a preventive and therapeutic effect in diabetes and its complications. 
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Ginger significantly reduces paraben induced lipid peroxidation in liver and kidney cells.  
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Diseases : Parabens-Associated Toxicity : CK(16) : AC(5) 
Pharmacological Actions : Antioxidants : CK(3723) : AC(1318) 
Additional Keywords : Plant Extracts : CK(3765) : AC(1247) 

 

Ginger, Garlic, Clove, and Anise (in order of efficacy) reduce the adverse effects of arsenite in 
mouse bone marrow cells.  
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Gingerol may help combat chemotherapy resistant pancreatic cancer cells. 
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Gingerol, a compound found within ginger, inhibits metastasis of human breast cancer cells.  
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Hexahydrocurcumin has a cytotoxic effect against human colorectal cancer cells. 
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Click here to read the entire abstract 
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Nutraceuticals derived from such spices as turmeric, red pepper, black pepper, licorice, clove, 
ginger, garlic, coriander, and cinnamon target inflammatory pathways, thereby preventing 
neurodegenerative diseases. 

Click here to read the entire abstract 
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The role of diallyl sulfides and dipropyl sulfides in the in vitro antimicrobial activity of the 
essential oil of garlic, Allium sativum L., and Leek, Allium porrum L. 

Click here to read the entire abstract 
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Turmeric and ginger work synergistically to suppress prostate cancer cell lines.  

Click here to read the entire abstract 
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Study Type : In Vitro Study 
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Diseases : Prostate Cancer : CK(998) : AC(288) 
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Zingiber zerumbet (a member of the ginger family) contains compounds that inhibit histone 
deacetylase and exhibited growth inhibitory activity on various human tumor cell lines. 
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Zingiberaceae species (e.g. ginger) contain compounds that inhibit Epstein-Barr virus 
activiation. 
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Ginger contains phytochemicals that significantly inhibit gastric lesions. 
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